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key takeaways
Avoid Point Products, Prioritize complete 
Solutions
Since AMl is a complex and mandatory 
compliance-related activity, it’s important to 
select a solution that allows for end-to-end 
governance, including the areas of know your 
customer (kyC), customer due diligence (CDD), 
watchlist management (WlM), transaction 
monitoring (tXM), and operations (visualization, 
reporting, etc.).

expect Regulations To force Better Risk 
Model Management Practices
regulators increasingly want to understand how 
you came to your risk scoring conclusions and 
want to see repeatable processes and automatic 
risk scoring model management activities. to 
satisfy these requirements, AMl solutions have to 
provide risk scoring model versioning and proofing 
and documented model improvement strategies.

Why read this report
Due to recent global terrorist attacks; corporate 
corruption; and worsening illicit markets such as 
drugs, guns, and human trafficking; governments 
realize the importance of countering criminal 
and extremist financing. Although anti-money-
laundering (AMl) regulations have become 
much stricter, new digital payment options 
such as peer-to-peer payments, digital wallet, 
and virtual currencies have made compliance 
incredibly difficult. this report uncovers the 
vendor landscape of AMl solution providers for 
transaction monitoring and watchlist management 
for S&r professionals.
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Financial Crime And Corporate opacity thrust AMl Front And Center

Anti-money-laundering (AMl) programs take on even greater importance today for all companies that 
facilitate meaningful financial transactions for consumer and corporate customers. Due to rapid digital 
innovation, this includes an increasing number of bank and nonbank financial institutions (NBFis), 
such as money service businesses (MSBs), electronic commerce (eCommerce) and auction systems, 
virtual currencies, mobile payment and digital wallet services, and peer-to-peer (P2P) lending and 
crowdfunding services. risk management professionals must oversee related financial activities for 
AMl purposes today because:

 › organized crime’s and extremist groups’ financial schemes are more sophisticated. Global 
expansion and the diversification of payments make it easier to conduct international commerce, 
trade assets, manage money movements — and launder money. the United Nations office on 
Drugs and Crime (UNoDC) estimates that between US$1 trillion and US$2 trillion is laundered 
globally each year.1 And less than 1% of the proceeds are seized or frozen.2 in fact, even global 
investors managing over $740 billion in assets — while typically advocates of less regulation, not 
more — recently petitioned the US Congress to pass tougher rules to condemn terrorism financing 
and make financial obfuscation more difficult.3

 › It’s hellish to keep pace with exponentially rising data volume and velocity. the growing 
number of methods and channels for conducting financial transactions means relevant data resides 
in more systems and proliferates more rapidly. in turn, this makes data aggregation and integration, 
along with sound data governance and risk management practices, even more cumbersome. 
technology management, compliance, and data scientists must work in tandem to incorporate 
advanced tactics that provide holistic context while simultaneously establishing and enforcing 
proper rules for data authoring, tuning, and validation.

 › Regulatory scrutiny is stricter and more comprehensive. regulatory bodies worldwide continue 
to add AMl mandates and enforce them more aggressively. Within the past year alone, the US 
Financial Crimes enforcement Network (FinCeN) issued new customer due diligence (CDD) 
obligations and increased statutory penalties for various Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) violations; the 
european Commission amended and brought forward the transposition date of its Fourth AMl 
Directive (AMlD4) to January 1, 2017; the New york Department of Financial Services (NyADFS) 
issued final antiterrorism transaction monitoring and filtering program regulation; and the Uk 
introduces a new Criminal Finance Bill in october 2017.4 the respective penalties can be massive. 
For example, Western Union agreed to pay $586 million for turning a blind eye as criminals used its 
service for money laundering.5

 › expanding vendor and business partner ecosystems further AML complexity. Demanding 
performance goals increasingly push businesses to expand into new markets and offer new 
products and services to a greater number of customers. to execute effectively on their expansion 
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plans, organizations cultivate an ecosystem of strategic partners and other third parties. the 
combination of rapid expansion of regions, products, customers, and third parties greatly enhances 
the complexity of AMl activities.

 › Reputational damage due to AML issues can be catastrophic. in today’s unstable and 
terror-fraught world, cutting funding sources of terrorists and other criminal groups is more than 
a compliance obligation: it helps save human lives. effective AMl programs deter corporate 
corruption, human trafficking, illicit drugs and weapons trades, and authoritarian government 
regimes, just to name a few. However, when firms fail to take their AMl obligations seriously, it can 
cast doubt on their integrity and severely damage reputation and public goodwill. For instance, 
BNP Paribas’ stock price fell 12% over the course of six months in anticipation of what turned into 
a record $9 billion penalty for violating US sanctions.6 Companies that don’t take proactive AMl 
measures to prevent criminal financing risk turning into corporate pariahs in the public’s eye.

AML Techniques Grow More Advanced But Still Rely on Three core Actions

Despite the new digital payment tools and currencies upending legacy approaches to AMl, the core, 
underlying tactics of money laundering remain the same. According to the United Nations office on 
Drugs and Crime (UNoDC), money laundering is still a dynamic, three-stage process requiring: 1) 
“placement,” moving money to disassociate with primary criminals; 2) “layering,” further obfuscation 
of dirty money linkages; and 3) “integration,” legitimizing the money for the criminals’ use (see Figure 
1).7 Since this fundamental scheme remains intact, AMl leaders should aim to modernize existing AMl 
tools and tactics first, before considering new models or approaches.
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fIGURe 1 A typical Money-laundering Scheme Has three Phases

Collection of
dirty money

The most dif�cult
stage is when dirty
money enters the
�nancial system to
mask and legitimize it.

Large purchases/
investments are
made to integrate
dirty money (e.g.,
luxury assets,
property, business
investments).

Dirty money is distanced from its
illegal source (e.g., transfer to
bank account of Company A;
wire transfer to offshore bank;
loan made to Company B;
payment made by Company B,
false invoice to Company A).

1. Placement

2. Layering

3. Integration

Conduct AMl Vendor Selection With A Holistic AMl Architecture

Many AMl solutions are aging, inflexible, and expensive to maintain, and produce high false-positive 
rates. this results in costly overhead, risk visibility gaps, program inefficiencies, and a prolonged and 
diminished customer transaction experience. However, switching or adopting new AMl technologies 
is no easy task either. they’re complex and costly implementations that require extensive systems and 
data integration; ongoing authoring, tuning, and testing of risk management models and procedures; 
alignment to numerous regulations and geographic jurisdictions; and strict data protection and access 
controls.8 to select the right AMl technologies to improve your program, consider the broader financial 
crimes prevention and risk management architecture within which AMl sits, including (see Figure 2):

 › customer identification and due diligence for KYc and cDD purposes. Whom you allow 
to interact and transact with your firm has a huge impact on how well you can intercept money 
laundering and terrorist financing and meet compliance regulations. kyC and CDD involve: 1) 
identity verification and disambiguation; 2) collecting and archiving customer documentation, such 
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as copies of iD cards, proof of address, etc.; 3) entity resolution (resolving inadvertent or deliberate 
variances in name spellings); 4) enhanced due diligence (more-extensive checks for customers at 
high AMl risk); and 5) counter-party transaction networks (understanding the whole ecosystem and 
path of transactions).

 › Watchlist management (WLM) to screen government and proprietary sanctions lists. During 
onboarding and in transactions, you have to understand if a customer entity or identity: 1) is on 
a politically exposed persons (PeP) list; 2) is on the office of Foreign Asset Control (oFAC) list; 
3) is on other international and domestic lists; 4) is subject to sanctions; or 5) has been covered 
adversely by the media. WlM is tricky: it has to ensure that all AMl system components can 
efficiently and effectively crosscheck potential and existing customer identities in the firm’s systems 
against relevant sanctions lists, based on region, language, regulation, etc. in the US, kyC and 
WlM are part of firms’ Customer identification Program (CiP).

 › Transaction monitoring (TXM) for real-time risk scoring, alerts, and interdiction. For in-scope 
transactions, such as account openings, payments, deposits, or insurance claims, tXM performs: 
1) journaling (creating a paper trail of every transaction in the AMl system); 2) risk scoring and 
suspicious activity detection (creating a risk score for transactions, using rules, machine learning, 
and statistical algorithms); and 3) risk scoring model management, maintenance, verification, and 
audit — mandatory in most AMl regimes.9 transaction monitoring looks for suspicious patterns 
of activities, such as too much or too little activity in an account or excessive cross-border 
transactions, and ensures the firm has an ongoing risk assessment framework for all transactions.

 › operations to ensure consistent process, reporting, and compliance. operations is a collection 
of tools and processes that make the entire AMl process a repeatable, auditable and well-
governed activity. Components of operations include: 1) alert and case management (role-based 
routing, analyzing, investigating, following up on suspicious activities in a structured manner); 2) 
analytics and visualization tools that allow investigators to peek into complex transactional flows, 
entity profiles, and relationships; 3) regulatory filing (submitting defensible and well-investigated 
Suspicious Activity reports [SArs]); and 4) auditing and reporting for internal and external auditors 
and industry regulators.
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fIGURe 2 AMl taxonomy Diagram

Anti-money laundering

Financial crimes prevention

Transaction
monitoring

PEP check

Watchlist
management (WLM)

Sanctions check

OFAC check

Know your customer
(KYC) or customer

due diligence (CDD)

Customer
document

management

Risk scoring,
suspicious activity

detection

Entity resolution

Identity
verification and
disambiguation

Adverse media check

Journaling

Counter-party
transaction
networks

Operations

Alert and case
management

Regulatory filing
Analytics and

visualization tools
Auditing and

reporting

Other international and
domestic list checks

EDD

Customer identification program
(onboarding and continuous)

Model
management

AMl Suites And Analytical investigation tools Vie For Attention

the AMl market is fairly mature (see Figure 3). Vendors such as BAe Systems, FiCo toNBeller, 
Fiserv, NiCe Actimize, Uncharted, and SAS provide complete solutions with holistic transaction 
monitoring. Attivio and outsideiQ and other analytics engines that monitor and analyze AMl activity 
rely on other tools for process management and cross-functional team coordination. Meanwhile, 
identityMind predominantly offers digital identity verification data services (e.g., name, address, SSN, 
or iP geolocation) (see Figure 4). Forrester uncovered an AMl market in which:

 › Attivio offers analytics tools for AML investigation and reporting. the vendor’s solution 
creates a unified semantic compliance catalog across internal and external sources (including 
web-accessible applications), using file traversing, content enrichment, and indexing technology 
native to the vendor’s data unification platform. the focus of the on-premises-only solution is on 
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payment transactions, and it does not perform transaction risk scoring. instead, it provides AMl 
investigators with tools for evidence gathering and narrative reporting.10 the solution integrates 
with procedural workflow and generates pertinent case evidence, supporting audit, review, and 
machine learning for its transaction alerting models.

 › BAe Systems offers a complete AML solution for banking and insurance. the anti-money-
laundering solution ingests customer, product, and transactional data, together with supplementary 
reference information and external watchlist data, and builds profiles of financial and nonfinancial 
activity across the entire customer base. Automated AMl risk scoring uses rules, statistical models, 
social network analysis, fuzzy matching, and entity resolution to alert activity involving money 
laundering. the solution is available as on-premises and SaaS, has no own watchlists (but natively 
integrates with customer-provided and third-party data sources), and, in Forrester’s opinion, has a 
high price tag: Forrester estimates average deal sizes between $500,000 and $750,000 perpetual.11

 › fIco ToNBeLLeR has a large, mainly european customer base. the solution is grouped into 
three tiers: 1) Siron configuration; 2) Siron database, with Siron scoring connected to the core 
banking system; and 3) Siron analysis application (case management and regulatory filing). it 
has one of the largest install bases of solutions we reviewed (1,200 customer organizations). the 
solution is available as on-premises and SaaS, and it requires that clients transform transaction 
data from their business systems to Siron’s data schema. it has strong integration with watchlist 
data providers such as Dow Jones, lexisNexis risk Solutions, and World-Check. Forrester expects 
that the vendor will deepen technical integration and analytics best practices sharing between its 
AMl and enterprise fraud management solutions.

 › fiserv comes with an extensive connector set to third-party data sources. the all-around 
solution provides transaction monitoring, watchlist filtering, alert and case management, and 
regulatory and managerial reporting. risk scoring uses behavioral analysis and predictive modeling 
for money laundering and terrorist financing detection and mitigation. real time WlM uses fuzzy and 
Soundex algorithms. the solution includes integrated alert and case management and regulatory 
reporting. risk scoring offers only unsupervised but no supervised training. Forrester’s clients 
mention that the on-premises-only solution is complex and can be costly to implement in production. 
the solution has a large hosted and on-premises install base of 300 customer organizations.

 › IdentityMind provides eDNA — a shared electronic human profile data service. the solution 
provides investigators with a complete understanding of the identity behind transactions — it 
extracts identity parameters from the transaction and correlates it across all clients. it also 
aggregates financial behaviors, identity validation, affiliation and affinity, and other values in a 
“reputation” concept yielding an overall assessment of the identity behind the transaction. All 
services are available through a restful APi. the solution is SaaS only, provides case management 
but no coverage for insurance transactions or own unsupervised machine learning. Forrester 
estimates average deal sizes at $30,000 to $50,000 per year. the solution has a medium sized 
install base of 80 to 100 organizations.
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 › NIce Actimize has a large mindshare. the solution has coverage for analytics-based detection, 
alerting, workflow processing, and reporting of suspicious activity. the solution is available both 
as on-premises and SaaS. it mandates the vendor’s data model schema — so customers have to 
transform their own transactional data to the vendor’s data model for risk scoring as the solution 
provides no external data aggregation. the install base of the on-premises solution is 240 to 260 
organizations, while the SaaS solution, launched in Q2 2016, has fewer than five customers in 
production.12 the solution has a large mindshare with Forrester’s clients.

 › outsideIQ offers a machine-learning-based risk scoring platform with data integration. DDiQ 
is a risk-based cognitive computing platform that combines automation with the skills of a human 
researcher to uncover and analyze regulatory risks of a subject by looking at all available public 
data about a subject while preparing auditable reports. the predominantly SaaS solution has no 
watchlist management and a relatively small install base of an estimated 50 to 70 organizations. 
Vendor claims SoC2 compliance. the solution is entirely based on machine learning algorithms 
and does not require or provide features for rules-based risk scoring.

 › SAS provides AML for banking and insurance firms. the solution provides entity resolution and 
fuzzy matching to integrate customer and transaction data from numerous data sources to create 
a single view of party risk. the solution has rules, anomaly detection, predictive analytics, and 
entity link analysis to compare a subject’s activity with their historical profile. kyC information, peer 
groups, risk rating, and watchlist matching provide more accurate coverage and identify persons, 
organizations, or high-risk jurisdictions that represent regulatory risks. the solution does not 
provide its own watchlist data (it integrates with major providers), and Forrester customers find the 
solution costly to implement. Forrester estimates the install base of the on-premises solution to be 
140 to 150 organizations and the SaaS solution to be three to six organizations.

 › Uncharted’s Influent offers data visualization and social network analytics. the solution is 
especially designed to analyze and display transaction volume and temporal patterns. it can ingest 
and fuse data from disparate sources. the on-premises-only solution (SaaS planned) does not 
have watchlist management, transaction monitoring, or case management.13 the vendor has no 
implementation services partners; Forrester estimates the vendor’s annual revenues from influent to 
be between $500,000 and $1 million. Customers can also use the solution outside of AMl for other 
investigation (fraud management, cyberthreat incident response, etc.).
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fIGURe 3 AMl Vendor Solution Comparison
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The spreadsheet associated with this �gure contains additional data.
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fIGURe 4 AMl Vendor landscape

Top services 
partners

Average
deal size

N/A

$300K to 
$450K 
perpetual

Top services 
partners

Average
deal size

Attivio

N/A

$500K to $750K
perpetual (excluding
sanctions, PEP, 
CDD)

ACC, Bank Verlag, Bateleur
Consulting, B&F Soft, Blitz, ELAM, 
Fasyl, IMTF, NetBit, Printec, RD 
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$400K to $500K
perpetual

BAE Systems FICO TONBELLER

N/A
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perpetual (excluding 
sanctions, PEP, 
CDD)

Augur, Ethoca, 
Experian, Mitek

$30K to $50K a 
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Deloitte,
Genpact, PwC

$100K to 
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Exiger, Genpact, 
Intellect Design,
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Accenture,
Capgemini, 
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Pricing
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in production
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Attivio
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Based on the size 
of the balance 
sheet and number 
of accounts/
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$20M to $25M a 
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BAE
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Forrester estimates are highlighted in green.

The spreadsheet associated with this �gure contains additional data.
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fIGURe 4 AMl Vendor landscape (Cont.)
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Recommendations

Synergize your Data Between Fraud Management, GrC, And AMl

AMl implementations usually take 12 to 18 months to complete their first phase, even at organizations 
with previously established and operationalized AMl governance programs. Beyond proper scoping, to 
ensure a successful AMl implementation, risk management pros need to:

 › Synergize with other compliance and fraud initiatives. Many times, other departments (fraud 
management, information security, marketing, compliance, GrC, lines of business) already have set 
up (costly) data integration between business transaction processing systems and their platforms. 
redoing all the implementation work is wasted effort: try to synergize and build on results of these 
teams — even if you can’t reuse their risk scoring methodologies. identifying data requirements 
and standardizing implementation methods early (i.e., using generic data collection connectors, 
avoiding excessive customization) definitely helps with the data integration process.

 › combine rules and machine learning in risk scoring — and focus on explanations. Unlike 
fraud management, AMl is all about explaining to regulators and auditors why you came to 
a certain disposition of a transaction.14 When filing a Suspicious Activity report on a client 
or transaction, you must have all your evidence lined up and explanations ready for auditors, 
regulators, and law enforcement. Forrester’s interviewees mention that solutions that purely do 
machine learning or statistical risk scoring don’t always do a good job of explaining the risk score 
to the investigator or analyst. A better strategy is to use rules-based methods (augmented with 
visual investigation tools) to be sure to reduce the number of false positives. tuning the solution to 
cope with transaction volumes is critical.

 › Hire AML analysts with investigative and financial services backgrounds. Good AMl 
governance demands not only deploying top-notch AMl solutions but also vetting and hiring the 
right AMl investigative talent. AMl analysts have to be efficient in gathering, reviewing, and linking 
vast amounts of client information to confirm suspicious activity. training AMl analysts is not 
easy: it takes anywhere from 18 to 24 months of peer and supervisor coaching for a newly hired 
analyst to become fully productive. Analysts need to be able to write informative SArs that tell a 
comprehensive story to the law enforcement agency reading the SAr. Finally, analysts need to be 
familiar with constantly changing regulations, expectations, and typologies. they need to attend 
financial crime training not only internally but externally to keep up with the changing landscape of 
threats and regulations.
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What It Means

New Payment types Will raise AMl Costs

Criminals will use any product or service where there is an opportunity to move and launder money. in 
the next 18 to 24 months, Forrester expects that:

 › More and more regulations will be forthcoming. in the wake of recent terrorist attacks, as 
regulators such as FinCeN, oCC, CeSF, BaFin, FMA, eU, and many more see criminal activity 
getting smarter and more digital-savvy, they will tighten existing regulations and legislate and 
enforce new ones. Forrester expects that as the number of regulations increases the complexity, 
and initial and ongoing costs of maintaining AMl solutions will also increase by 15% to 25%.

 › criminals will quickly target new channels, catching most firms off guard. As new types of 
peer-to-peer payments (P2PP) and digital wallets (DW) become the norm, banks and insurance 
carriers have to add these types of payments and channels to their existing AMl management 
regimes. Banks will also have to pay close attention to new incomes coming from recently legalized 
marijuana sales. As a result, all firms face huge reputational risks and higher fines in case of 
deficiencies in money laundering prevention and fulfilling compliance obligations (such as the kyC 
principle). Firms with immature AMl schemes (for example, firms in the insurance and eCommerce 
verticals) may be slow to react to this change.

 › Vendors that include new data sources will come out on top. Beyond identity verification, 
vendors such as identityMind and lexisNexis risk Solutions will offer a broader set of data sources 
based on phone number, device identities, etc. Many of the government sanctions lists are well 
known and commonplace for all AMl solutions (e.g., oFAC, United Nations Security Council, etc.), 
but there are other proprietary data sets, such as Dow Jones Watchlist, lexisNexis risk Solutions 
WorldCompliance, and thomson reuters World-Check, as well as social media and negative news 
monitoring that complement existing sources and add further risk context. to include and enrich 
these new data sources, vendors such as Fiserv, identityMind, and lexisNexis risk Solutions will 
provide better AMl detection rates and will increase their market share.

 › AML will incorporate advanced data analytics, risk visualizations, and simulations. to 
optimize AMl data, some vendors such as outsideiQ can already apply sophisticated data science 
techniques to augment risk context, such as automated data flow analysis, social network analysis, 
machine learning, and data clustering. AMl vendors with cutting edge analytics and investigation 
capabilities (e.g., Attivio and outsideiQ) may leap forward, while legacy AMl vendors, such as 
Fiserv or NiCe Actimize, will have to revamp their legacy AMl solutions to keep up.
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Supplemental Material

online Resource

the underlying spreadsheets detailing the tables in Figure 3 and 4 are available online. Please click 
“Save” in the upper right hand corner of the figure to download the Microsoft excel spreadsheet.
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